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malignant MCA syndrome 51
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midodrine 33, 39
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monoamine oxidase B inhibitors (MAO Bs) 53
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overactive bladder 40, 41
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drug-induced 52
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non-motor symptoms 53
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adverse drug reactions 29
evidence-based prescribing 29
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primary care 28
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withdrawal syndromes 33
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health, main determinants of 4
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pressure ulcers
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classification 56, 57
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deep tissue injury 56
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moisture lesions 56
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prevention 56, 57
risk assessment 57
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presyncopal dizziness 36, 37
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protein-calorie supplementation 11
protein deficiencies 54, 55
protein synthesis 9
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psychogenic dizziness 36
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rate of living theory 7
referrals 18, 19
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rehabilitation services 19
resuscitation 25, 69
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Selection, Optimization and Compensation (SOC) theory 7
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Strehler, Bernard 7
stress incontinence 40, 41
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acute 51
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cardiac screening 63
definitions 51
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intracerebral haemorrhage 50
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management 17, 51
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post-operative assessment 62, 63
post-operative complications 63
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preoperative investigations 63
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syncope
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cardiac 38, 39
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    hypersensitivity 39
definition 39
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investigations 38
orthostatic hypotension in 38, 39
presyncopal dizziness 36, 37
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recurrent 39
reflex 39
tachycardia 38
TACS (total anterior circulation
    syndrome) 50
T-cells 9
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    6, 7
teriparatide 30, 31
timed up-and-go test 21
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urinary incontinence
    bladder outlet obstruction
        (BOO) syndrome 40, 41
examination 40, 41
functional 40, 41
investigations 41
lower urinary tract symptoms
    40, 41
medications associated with
    41
occupational therapy 18
overactive bladder
    40, 41
stress 40, 41
treatment 18, 67
types 40, 41
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vaccination 9, 67
vascular dementia 46, 47, 49
vertigo
    benign paroxysmal positional
        vertigo (BPPV) 36, 37
causes 37
classification 36
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vitamin deficiencies 11, 33, 34, 54, 55, 67
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walking sticks 16, 17
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wear and tear theory 7
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